
TripTix®  
Product Announcement 
Version 4.1.7 
This announcement describes changes made to the TripTix Windows and CDX platforms for the 4.1.7 release. More 
information on these changes is available through the Client Hub or by contacting your Client Relations Manager. 
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Administration 

New PDF Template and Settings 
To improve the PDF output from TripTix, various system settings have been added that allow 
elements without data to be hidden from the PDF. In this way, the PDF is more streamlined 
and contains only the available and completed run data. 

• Allows sections to split between pages – If On, sections can be split between two
pages if needed. This function minimizes the amount of space used up in the PDF,
resulting in a shorter document. This setting is Off by default.

• Hide empty sections on PDF – To save space on the PDF, this setting, when On,
retracts sections from the PDF that do not contain any data. This is particularly useful,
for example, when a patient was not transported because many sections, such as the
Destination section, would not be applicable. This setting is Off by default.

• Hide empty fields on
PDF – When On, this
setting collapses fields
in the run that were not
filled out. By default, this
setting is Off.

• Auto-preview PDF
before Finalization – If
On, a run can only be
finalized after the PDF is
previewed. This allows
users to catch any
potential errors before
officially submitting a
run. The default is Off.

https://support.intermedix.com/
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New Custom Form Option 
As an administrator, you have the option of creating a custom form. This custom document is 
not restricted to being a review form. Instead, this form can give QA and Administration staff 
the opportunity to answer additional questions after run finalization. 

Custom forms can be attached to a run record from the new Review Summary page. 

New System Settings 
A series of new system settings help you better manage CAD imports and more. 

Setting Description 

Import Fire Number as When On and importing CAD data, the Fire 
Number is imported as Report ID/Number for 
the selected Report Type. If Off, this number 
is imported as the Response Number. 

Import Other Incident Number as When On and importing CAD data, the Other 
Incident Number is imported as the selected 
Report Type. 

Overwrite Data with Imported CAD 
Data 

If On, allows existing data to be overwritten 
with data from the CAD import. If Off, data is 
not overwritten and retains the data previously 
entered by the medic. 
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Setting Description 

Include Update Button for New CAD 
Data 

Enables a button to appear on the page that, 
when clicked, updates the run record with new 
CAD data when available. 

Improved CAD Import Timestamp Column 
A timestamp to indicate when CAD was last imported now appears in applicable tables. Thus, 
if a run is edited at a later date or time, the proper last updated/imported time can be recalled. 

Populated Response District from CAD 
When importing CAD data, if your system typically specifies a Response District, this 
information is populated appropriately upon data import. 

Added NCBP Format Option for Exports 
As a DOH Administrator, you can now export 
NEMSIS data to National Collaboration for Bio 
Preparedness Integration (NCBP). 

Run Record 

Enhanced Run Record PDF 
Several enhancements were made to the run 
record PDF so it is more readily previewed and 
interpreted. For example, users can preview the 
PDF without faxing the run, more easily navigate the PDF in TripTix Windows with the use of 
new controls, and even attach .PDF documents to the PDF when it is appropriate. 

Embedded Attachments in PDFs 
Documents in the .PDF format can now be added as attachments and embedded in TripTix  
run records so they can be shown on the PDF that is generated for the overall run record. 

Included Vitals Section in PDF 
PDFs of run records generated in TripTix Windows or Web now include a Vitals section, 
clearly showing, in chronological order, the trends in regard to the patient’s vital signs. 
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Included Option to View a PDF Outside the Fax Menu 
A View PDF option now allows users to view a PDF of an 
incomplete run record without having to go through the 
faxing process to do so.  

This option is accessible from the Create New Run Record 
page and appears as a selection (View) in the Actions 
menu of runs listed in the Recent Records and Incomplete Runs tabs. 

Enhanced PDF Viewer 
When the Help link is clicked 
in the TripTix Windows Menu, 
users are taken to a more 
robust viewer that enhances 
the way in which users can 
find information using the Help 
document. The PDF viewer 
now supports zoom 
capabilities, manual entry of a 
page number for quick 
navigation, scrolling from page to page, and more. 

New Run Summary Page 
A new Run Summary is available in CDX that contains the run record’s PDF, comments, 
links to any attachments or forms associated with the run, history details, and more.  

With this comprehensive information all in one easy-to-interpret location, users and 
administrators alike can quickly determine whether further additions are required. Further, 
with Attach and Add buttons available from the Run Summary page, these additions can 
be readily made when identified without having to navigate to another location.  
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Diversified Saving Options 
A new Home button appears in the upper-right corner of the page when completing a run 
record in TripTix Web. With this addition comes slightly adjusted functionality of the Save 
button so that it is more intuitive for users. 

When clicking Save, the run is saved and users can resume working on it again later. This 
option is most useful when a medic receives another call to service yet has not completed the 
current record.  

Clicking Home opens up the View All Errors window, from which users can exit the run record 
with or without saving it. 

New Fax Provider 
For improved rendering of faxed run record, Intermedix has transitioned to using Retarus as 
its fax provider. Faxes through Retarus render at a higher resolution, offering more distinct 
clarity while still including the essential information with each fax so users and administrators 
alike can see details such as fax IDs and submit times. 
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